Legalising IT

Cyber Law Consulting with its domain expertise helps you to manage your legal needs when it comes to looking after your intangible assets.

Auditing and complying with current international standards like ISO, BS, ITIL, COBIT e.t.c is our forte.

Cyber Law Consulting understands the challenges that are faced by enterprises in today’s e-business world. To help an enterprise fully realize the potential of its IT investments, our consulting brings to the table superior expertise in streamlining an enterprise’s processes and maximizing returns. By securing IT processes more tightly around the enterprise’s business objectives,
Expertise at work for you

LEGALISING YOUR BUSINESS

We are a highly skilled organisation which offers services that are appropriate for companies of all sizes and backgrounds. We can provide a cost efficient solution that will secure your company’s IT infrastructure and allow you to use the Internet to benefit and leverage your business. We do adhoc “Cyber Security Compliance” as per the new legal requirements which allows companies to stand tall in the list of vulnerable organizations.
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CYBER LAW CONSULTING PROVIDES A TOTAL END TO END SOLUTION.

Our global clients secure some of the world’s most demanding business environments, while achieving regulatory compliance and protecting the confidentiality, integrity and availability of their business information. Our holistic portfolio encompasses all security & cyber law related world class services
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SYSTEM / NETWORK AUDIT & COMPLIANCE

System and Network security is not means just blocking sites and having passwords. A Truly secure environment is an ever changing entity, which requires constant care and monitoring. We help network & system guys in finding holes in there system and help them to comply with international standards. We do Application /System /Network /WIFI & Process Audits
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OTHER SERVICES

• Drafting of Etcontracts, Etagreements, Enotices
• Copyrights & Trademark Registration
• Consultancy for Setting up an Business in India
• S/W, H/W, Networking,IT Security Product Liaisoning
• IT Security Policy Drafting
• Legal Process Outsourcing
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CYBER FORENSICS

Cyber forensics otherwise known as “digital forensics” is a process of electronic discovery to acquire digital evidence, analyze facts and report on a case by examining digital devices such as computers, hard drives or any other storage media or network conducted by a suitably trained computer forensic analyst in order to investigate a claim or allegation.

• Computer / Mobile Forensics.
• Forensics Data Recovery
• Secure Data Erasure & Ediscovery
• Email / Social Network Investigation
• Banking & Finance Thefts
• Training on collecting & presenting evidence’s
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RETAINERSHIP CONSULTING ASSIGNMENT

You can avail our retainership consulting Assignment where we provide seamless advice on our expertise topics via email, phones or meetings by appointments.

This service comes with an yearly fixed service charges & term agreement

This agreement provides clients a chance to access website resources, case laws, law library and notices, drafting work on concessional rates
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AUDIT & COMPLIANCE

When you need to pick out your standard IT Security and Policy deviation’s, we are there to find out from you. We also suggest means and measure to achieve compliance with world standards. Our audit mechanisms will keep your assurance levels high and will match to existing standards.
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Cyber/Computer Forensics

When you need to determine the Who, What, Where, When and How of computer-related activity, we come into picture & can help you uncover the key pieces of digital information needed to support your case, even if someone has tried to hide or destroy the information. We use the same standardized examination procedures used by law enforcement examiners
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Processes & Training

Organisations thrive in there business when policy & processes are in place and the staff is aware... well trained. We make IT Security Policy, Email Policy, Asset Mgmt, Policy,Usage Policy... e.t.c. Also we impart IT, IT Security & Security Awareness related training.